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Tatum Thomas,
The HitmanCELEBRITY HITMEN

It’s time for an obscure history lesson from the Bullsheet! This story is about one of the most kooky game show 
hosts of all time, Chuck Barris. See, Chuck Barris was very famous in the game show scene. He created classic 
game shows like The Dating Game and The Newlywed Game but is most famously known for creating and 
hosting the infamous Gong Show. During his time hosting The Gong Show, Barris claimed also to be an active 
hitman for the CIA. The Gong Show was really popular in the 1970s and he was recognized nearly everywhere 
he went, because of this he had to retire from the hitman lifestyle. At some point in his career, however, he 
even played a round of golf with my high school basketball coach. Coach Bill described him as “a strange guy 
but an average golfer” and he lived to tell the tale! After reading Chuck Barris’ book Confessions of a Danger-
ous Mind and its sequel Bad Grass Never Dies, it left me wondering which game show hosts of today would 
make good CIA hitmen. I present to you a list of game show hosts and how I think each of them would fare as 
a hired gun for the CIA!

Steve Harvey (Family Feud) - The man wears nice suits and sports a nice luxurious mustache. 
Steve is pretty much James Bond fashion-wise and for that reason, I think he’d make a great hitman.

Pat Sayjack & Vanna White (Wheel of Fortune) - Pat and Vanna would have to be a tag team. Vanna would 
lure in unsuspecting targets with her looks and point them in the direction of their deaths (which would always 
be to the dark corner Pat is hiding in with a baseball bat).

Drew Carrey (Price Is Right) - He don’t got that dog in him. Couldn’t make it till lunch at the CIA.

Jason Goldstriker (Fishtank) - Has that dog in him. Would make it till lunch for the next 50 years.

Mr.Beast (His YouTube channel) - I could see Jimmy making  “first person to bring me this guy’s head will 
win $500k” challenge videos to get his jobs completed. 

Jimmy Kimmel (Who Wants to be a Millionaire?) - Would bore his targets with unfunny monologues until 
they die from all the blood loss coming from their damaged ears.

Wayne Brady (Let’s Make a Deal) - Is known for being a master at improv so would probably use what hap-
pens to be around as his weapon. If anyone could find a way of ending a rival government spy in the middle of 
a Mattress Firm it would be him!

Joel McHale (Card Sharks) - Bro hasn’t had a single hit since Community. There's no way he’d be able to 
carry one out on an enemy target.

Snoop Dogg (Joker’s Wild) - He would get his fellow crips to get the job done and not even have to get his 
hands dirty.

John Cena (Wipeout) - They say wrestling is fake so who knows if Cena can do it when things get real. If 
there’s one thing I’d know for sure however it is that he’d be the 1st ever hitman to go after his targets full 
speed in a pair of jorts!

Ken Jennings (Jeopardy!) - This guy is a total nerd which means he would be the mastermind behind the 
scenes giving assignments to fellow gameshow host hitmen and coming up with weapons! (like Nike shoes 
where the logo is a hidden knife.)

Howie Mandel (Deal or No Deal) - As we all know Hitmen carry briefcases and Deal Or No Deal is a show 
all about briefcases but I couldn’t imagine a guy who can’t deal with handshakes wanting to deal with dead 
bodies.

Ellen Degeneres (Ellen’s Game Of Games) - Anyone capable of tricking the world into thinking they’re a 
super-ultra-nice person when they’re more evil than a man who puts holes in the floor of children's paddleboats 
on purpose is capable of anything!
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I know you know what I'm talking about. A trip to the mall wasn't complete without a glance into, and 
then a turn away, and finally a concession: you would be making a stop at Brookstone. You know, the 
store that had every useless gadget and gizmo you could ever dream of owning. Remote-control glass 
ball, high-speed massage chairs, floating lamps, and the occasional 3D printer. It seems like just about 
everyone knew about Brookstone ten years ago, but their business has since become obsolete. It's al-
most like that $6000 fiberglass ketchup silverware set wasn't worth all the fuss. If you've forgotten what 
I'm talking about, let me take you back with a series of images:


